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Kinesin-13 regulates the quantity and quality of tubulin inside cilia

Krisha Kumar Vasudevan, Yu-Yang Jiang, Karl F. Lechtreck, Yasuharu Kushida, Lea M. Alford, Winfield S. Sale, Todd Hennessey, and Jacek Gaertig

INTRODUCTION

Members of the kinesin motor superfamily form 14 conserved subfamilies (Lawrence et al., 2004). Kinesin-8 and kinesin-13 are atypical members that act as microtubule end depolymerizers (reviewed in Su et al., 2012). Kinesin-13 has a centrally located catalytic domain (Aizawa et al., 1992) and depolymerizes the ends of microtubules in the presence of ATP in vitro (Desai et al., 1999). Kinesin-13 moves to the ends of microtubules either by diffusion (Cooper et al., 2010) or by riding on microtubule plus end-tracking proteins (Honnappa et al., 2009) or on a motor (Piao et al., 2009). At the microtubule end, kinesin-13 imposes shear between the tubulin subunits, which leads to lattice depolymerization (Asenjo et al., 2013). Kinesin-13 promotes depolymerization of interphase microtubules before mitosis (Kline-Smith and Walczak, 2002; Mennella et al., 2005), shortens the kinetochore microtubules during mitosis (Walczak et al., 1996; Maney et al., 1998; Kline-Smith et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2004; Wickstead et al., 2010), and promotes reorganization of microtubules during neuronal differentiation (Ghosh-Roy et al., 2012).

Kinesin-13 homologues are uniformly present in the genomes of ciliated eukaryotes and are absent in some nonciliated lineages, such as the nonciliated species of fungi (Wickstead and Gull, 2006), suggesting that kinesin-13 coevolved with cilia. A dominant-negative mutation of kinesin-13 in Giardia intestinalis results in longer cilia, suggesting that in cilia, kinesin-13 acts in a canonical manner by depolymerizing the ends of axonemal microtubules (Dawson et al., 2007). Surprisingly, in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, an RNA interference (RNAi) knockdown of kinesin-13 leads to short cilia that assemble slowly (Piao et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013). The Chlamydomonas observations opened a possibility that kinesin-13 contributes to cilia indirectly, by depolymerizing the cell body microtubules to produce soluble tubulin for transport into cilia (Piao et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013). On the other hand, in Chlamydomonas, kinesin-13 moves into cilia both during assembly and disassembly (Piao et al., 2009). Thus, whereas kinesin-13 appears important for cilia length, its sites of activity in the cell and its function in the context of cilia remain unclear.

ABSTRACT

Kinesin-13, an end depolymerizer of cytoplasmic and spindle microtubules, also affects the length of cilia. However, in different models, depletion of kinesin-13 either lengthens or shortens cilia, and therefore the exact function of kinesin-13 in cilia remains unclear. We generated null mutations of all kinesin-13 paralogues in the ciliate Tetrahymena. One of the paralogues, Kin13Ap, localizes to the nuclei and is essential for nuclear divisions. The remaining two paralogues, Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp, localize to the cell body and inside assembling cilia. Loss of both Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp resulted in slow cell multiplication and motility, overgrowth of cell body microtubules, shortening of cilia, and synthetic lethality with either paclitaxel or a deletion of MEC-17/ATAT1, the α-tubulin acetyltransferase. The mutant cilia assembled slowly and contained abnormal tubulin, characterized by altered posttranslational modifications and hypersensitivity to paclitaxel. The mutant cilia beat slowly and axonemes showed reduced velocity of microtubule sliding. Thus kinesin-13 positively regulates the axoneme length, influences the properties of ciliary tubulin, and likely indirectly, through its effects on the axonemal microtubules, affects the ciliary dynein-dependent motility.
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Here we used the efficient homologous DNA recombination activity in the ciliate *Tetrahymena thermophila* to create knockouts for all three kinesin-13 homologues. We find that one of the three paralogues is required for nuclear divisions, whereas the remaining two act in the cell body and cilia. In the cell body, kinesin-13 activity shortens the cortical microtubules. In addition, in the absence of the nonnuclear kinesin-13, cilia become shorter and beat more slowly. A pharmacological approach suggests that the soluble ciliary tubulin is more concentrated at the tips of assembling mutant cilia, likely as a result of slow addition of the incoming tubulin dimers to the ends of growing axonemal microtubules. We suggest that the ciliary function of kinesin-13 extends beyond what the earlier studies suggested, namely, the canonical activity of a microtubule-end depolymerizer. Our observations can be reconciled by proposing that inside cilia, kinesin-13 functions as an axoneme assembly–promoting factor.

**RESULTS**

*T. thermophila* has three kinesin-13 homologues that differ in subcellular localization

The genome of *T. thermophila* contains three genes encoding kinesin-13 homologues, KIN13A (TITHERM_00790940), KIN13B (TITHERM_00429870), and KIN13C (TITHERM_00648540) (Wickstead et al., 2010). Each of the predicted gene products encodes a protein with an organization typical of kinesin-13 (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure S1), including a catalytic domain with KEC/KVD motifs in the loop 2 that are important for the microtubule–depolymerization activity (Ogawa et al., 2004; Shipley et al., 2004). Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp (but not Kin13Ap) have a positively charged neck, an ~70-residue extension N-terminal to the catalytic domain, that contributes to the recruitment of kinesin-13 to microtubules (Moore et al., 2006; Cooper et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012).

We tagged each parologue with green fluorescent protein (GFP) at the C-terminus by modifying its gene at the native locus. *Tetrahymena* has two functionally distinct nuclei in a single cytoplasm: the micronucleus (containing a transcriptionally silent, diploid, germline genome) and the macronucleus (containing a transcriptionally active, polyploid, somatic genome). Kin13Ap-GFP was detected inside the micronucleus at the time of mitosis and inside the dividing macronucleus during amitosis (a nuclear division that does not involve a bipolar spindle formation or chromosome condensation; Figure 1B). Kin13Cp-GFP was enriched at the microtubules of the contractile vacuole pore (CVP) and weakly present near the basal bodies. A strong signal of Kin13Cp-GFP was seen uniformly along the length of oral cilia of dividing cells (when these cilia assemble; Figure 1C). Although we could not detect Kin13Bp-GFP in fixed cells using confocal microscopy, total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) of live cells detected dots arranged in a pattern consistent with the basal bodies and cortical microtubule bundles (transverse and longitudinal; Figure 1D). To conclude, one of the kinesin-13 paralogues (Kin13Ap) is mainly confined to the dividing nuclei, whereas the remaining two paralogues (Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp) are extranuclear and localize to the cortical microtubules and cilia. In agreement with these observations, a putative nuclear localization signal is present near the N-terminus of Kin13Ap but not in Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp (Figure 1A).

**Kin13Ap is required for divisions of micronuclei and macronuclei**

We used homologous DNA recombination to construct strains lacking one or more of the kinesin-13 genes. Homozygotes expressing a knockout phenotype were obtained by mating heterokaryons (Hai et al., 1999). The knockout cells lacking the nuclear paralogue, Kin13Ap (13A-KO cells), were not viable (Table 1) but managed to divide a few times. Most of the 13A-KO cells examined before their death lacked either a micronucleus or a macronucleus (Supplemental Figure S2). This phenotype is consistent with defects in the nuclear divisions, and fits with the localization of KIN13A-GFP to the dividing micronuclei and macronuclei. Thus Kin13Ap is required for both mitosis and amitosis, likely by regulating the spindle microtubules within the micronucleus (Lafountain and Davidson, 1979, 1980) and microtubules that form inside the macronucleus during amitosis (Kushida et al., 2011).

Two nonnuclear paralogues, Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp, act synergistically to support cell multiplication and ciliary functions

Deletions of either KIN13B or KIN13C did not affect the rate of cell multiplication (Figure 2A) or the gross phenotype, except for a mild decrease in the motility rate in the absence of KIN13C (Figure 2B). Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp have a similar domain organization (Figure 1A), and the sequences of their motor domains indicate that they originated from a recent gene duplication (Wickstead et al., 2010). We hypothesized that Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp have partially redundant functions. About half of the homozygotes lacking both Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp (13BC-KO) were viable (Table 1) but grew and swam more slowly than the single knockouts (Figure 2, A–D, Supplemental Figure S3, A–D, and Supplemental Movie S1). A phosphodiesterase inhibitor, IBMX, increases the swim speed of *Tetrahymena* by increasing the ciliary beat frequency (Hennessy and Lampert, 2012). IBMX (1 mM) increased the swimming rate of the 13BC-KO mutants, but they remained slower than the similarly treated wild-type cells (Figure 2E and Supplemental Movies S2 and S3). The slow cell motility indicates an abnormal function of the locomotory cilia. The 13BC-KO cells also had a reduced rate of phagocytosis, a function that depends on the motility of oral cilia (Supplemental Figure S3E). Shaking of the 13BC-KO flask cultures caused further reduction in the multiplication and motility rates, whereas this treatment had little effect on the wild-type cells (Figure 2, A and B). The phenotypes of some ciliary mutants are enhanced by increased aeration (Brown et al., 2003; Hou et al., 2007), again indicating that Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp affect cilia. Whereas Kin13Cp localized strongly to the CVP, a microtubule-rich organelle involved in osmoregulation (Allen and Naitoh, 2002), we did not detect a change in the sensitivity of 13BC-KO cells to either hypoosmotic or hyperosmotic conditions (unpublished data).

The 13BC-KO cells died in the presence of a microtubule-stabilizing drug, paclitaxel, at the concentration in which wild-type cells multiply (see later discussion), indicating that the loss of kinesin-13 leads to abnormal microtubules. We took advantage of the paclitaxel sensitivity to confirm that the mutant phenotype of 13BC-KO cells is caused by the absence of Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp. Introduction of either GFP-Kin13Bp or GFP-Kin13Cp transgenes into the 13BC-KO cells resulted in paclitaxel-resistant rescue transformants that displayed nearly normal cell multiplication and motility rates, whereas no rescues were observed in a mock transformation experiment (10^7 cells). Based on TIRFM, the rescuing proteins had localization patterns that were similar but not identical to their natively tagged versions. Namely, the rescuing GFP-KIN13B was found at the CVP (Figure 3A and Supplemental Movies S6 and S7), whereas the natively tagged protein was not (Figure 1D). Likely, when both proteins are present, Kin13Cp has higher affinity for the CVP sites, but Kin13Bp can occupy the same sites in the absence of Kin13Cp. This can explain how Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp can be functionally redundant despite having nonoverlapping localizations when
**FIGURE 1:** *Tetrahymena* expresses three homologues of kinesin-13, each with a distinct pattern of localization. (A) A comparison of predicted domain organizations of the well-studied human kinesin-13 (MCAK) and homologues of *T. thermophila*. CT, C-terminal domain; NT, N-terminal domain; NLS, nuclear localization signal (predicted using cNLS mapper). (B, C) Confocal immunofluorescence images of cells in which either Kin13Ap or Kin13Cp is tagged with a C-terminal GFP expressed in the native locus. The cells show a direct kinesin-13–GFP signal (green) and nuclear DNA stained with propidium iodide (red). (B) Kin13Ap localizes to the nuclei when they divide. The cells on the left and right are in an advanced (left) or early (right) stage of cell division, respectively, whereas the middle bottom cell is in interphase. In the cell on the left, the macronucleus undergoes amitosis, whereas the micronucleus is in the telophase of mitosis. The insets show a higher magnification of the micronucleus (white circle) and the macronucleus (red box) in the boxed area. In the cell on the right, the micronucleus is in early anaphase. The white circles and oval in B′ mark the micronuclei in mitosis. The two dividing cells have weak green dots in the cell cortex, which are likely the somatic and oral basal bodies. Bar, 50 μm. (C) Kin13Cp associates with cortical microtubules and cilia. The images show a dividing cell that is surrounded by three interphase cells. All cells show weak dots of cortical labeling consistent with basal bodies. Both dividing and two of the three nondividing cells show a strong CVP signal (red box). The dividing cell shows a very strong signal in the growing cilia of oral apparatuses (the anterior one is magnified in the white box) in both the anterior and posterior daughter cells. Bar, 50 μm. (D) TIRF image of a cell with a natively tagged Kin13Bp-GFP that is detected near the basal bodies and cortical microtubules (transverse and longitudinal). The structures are identified
tagged in their native loci (Figure 1). Strikingly, in the live rescue cells observed in TIRFM, both GFP-Kin13Bp and GFP-Kin13Cp localized to a subset of cilia, which appeared short and likely were assembling (Figure 3A, arrowheads, and Supplemental Movies S6 and S7). To test further whether GFP-Kin13Bp and GFP-Kin13Cp localize preferentially to the assembling cilia, we observed the rescue cells as they regenerate cilia after deciliation. GFP-positive structures consistent with short assembling cilia were frequently seen on the surface of regenerating cells between 30 and 60 min after deciliation, when the majority of the regenerating cilia grow, and rarely at earlier and later time points (Figure 3, B and C, and Supplemental Movies S8 and S9). We conclude that Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp are partially functionally redundant and localize to the CVP, cortical microtubule bundles, basal bodies, and assembling cilia.

### Table 1: Viability of knockout progeny of mating heterokaryons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain name</th>
<th>Macronuclear genotype</th>
<th>Viable progeny of heterokaryons (%)</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13A-KO</td>
<td>kin13a::neo4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13B-KO</td>
<td>kin13b::neo4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13C-KO</td>
<td>kin13c::neo4</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13BC-KO</td>
<td>kin13b::neo4; kin13C::neo4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13BC-MEC-KO</td>
<td>kin13b::neo4; kin13C::neo4; mec17::neo4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.0001

**FIGURE 2:** Cells lacking both Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp are deficient in multiplication and ciliary functions. (A) Average growth curves of strains grown with or without shaking (three experiments). (B) Average swimming velocity of cells grown with or without shaking (25 measured cells for each strain/condition). Bars represent standard errors. *p < 0.0001. (C, D) Images of swimming paths of live wild-type and 13BC-KO cells recorded for 10 s. (E) Histogram showing average swim speeds of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells that are either untreated or treated with 1 mM IBMX.

---

Based on their shape and relative locations. The schematic organization of the cell cortex microtubules viewed from the ventral side is shown in the right bottom corner (modified from Sharma et al., 2007). Bar, 20 μm. bb, basal body; cvp, contractile vacuole pore; lm, longitudinal microtubule; mac, macronucleus; mic, micronucleus; noa, new oral apparatus; oa, oral apparatus; tm, transverse microtubule.
FIGURE 3: GFP-Kin13Bp and GFP-Kin13Cp rescue the mutant phenotype of 13BC-KO cells and localize to assembling cilia. (A) TIRF images of 13BC-KO cells rescued with either GFP-Kin13Bp (A') or GFP-Kin13C (A'', A'''). GFP-Kin13Bp and GFP-Kin13Cp are detected near the basal bodies, CVP, and in a subset of cilia, possibly enriched at their tips. (B) TIRF images of 13BC-KO cells rescued with GFP-Kin13Bp that were deciliated and allowed to regenerate their cilia for 5, 30, and 100 min. The background of faintly autofluorescent mitochondria is visible. Note the GFP-positive cilia on the cell surface at 30 min. (C) TIRF imaging of 13BC-KO cells rescued with GFP-Kin13Cp that were deciliated and allowed to regenerate cilia for 5, 60, and 90 min. Note short cilia at 60 min. Red boxes outline growing cilia. Arrowheads mark growing cilia where the pattern of fluorescence is consistent with the strong presence of kinesin-13 limited to the distal tips. bb, basal body; cvp, contractile vacuole pore. Bar, 20 μm.
The loss of Kin13B and Kin13Cp has opposite effects on the length of microtubules in the cell body and cilia

When the wild-type and 13BC-KO cells were analyzed side by side by immunofluorescence using anti-α-tubulin antibodies, the 13BC-KO cells showed an increased signal of tubulin in the cell bodies (Figure 4A, left). The organization of cortical microtubules seemed normal, except that some of the microtubule types were excessively long. Whereas in the wild-type cells, the CVP rootlets are limited to the vicinity of the CVP rings within two ciliary rows, in the 13BC-KO cells, the same microtubules were exceptionally long, covering almost the entire posterior region of the cell (Figure 4A, left and middle). The mutant transverse microtubule bundles were slightly but significantly longer (Figure 4, A, middle, and B). We conclude that Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp function in the shortening of subtypes of cortical microtubules. In the cell body, the consequences of the absence of kinesin-13 can be explained by its canonical activity as a microtubule-end depolymerizer.

The 13BC-KO cells were covered by a normal number of cilia (Table 2) whose axonemes were slightly but significantly shorter than in the wild type (4.52 ± 0.07 vs. 4.83 ± 0.08 μm; Figure 4, D and E). In standard transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the mutant axonemes and basal bodies of 13BC-KO cells appeared structurally normal (Supplemental Figure S4) and the basal bodies had a normal length (wild type, 0.53 ± 0.02 μm; 13BC-KO, 0.54 ± 0.01 μm; n = 7 for each genotype). Thus kinesin-13 selectively affects the length of axonemes. When Tetrahymena cells starve, they arrest the cell cycle in the (macronuclear) G1 phase and do not assemble new cilia (Mowat et al., 1974; Ross et al., 2013). Thus starved cells can be used to measure the length of mature cilia reliably. Cilia in both growing and starved 13BC-KO cells were shorter than in the wild type under the same conditions (Figure 4E), indicating that the loss of kinesin-13 causes a defect in ciliary length regulation. Next we tested whether the rate of elongation of cilia is also affected. After deciliation, the 13BC-KO cilia elongated at a reduced rate and failed to reach the proper maximal length (Figure 4F). We conclude that the loss of kinesin-13 reduces the rate of axoneme elongation and its maximal length.

Chlamydomonas cells with a knockdown of kinesin-13 fail to regenerate cilia in the presence of the protein translation inhibitor cycloheximide, which led to a hypothesis that kinesin-13 produces cilia-destined tubulin by depolymerizing the cell body microtubules (Wang et al., 2013). In the presence of 20 μM cycloheximide at a concentration that shuts down protein synthesis in Tetrahymena (Hallberg and Hallberg, 1983), both wild-type (as reported; Hadley and Williams, 1981) and 13BC-KO cells regenerated cilia, and the drug decreased the elongation rate and the maximal length in both genetic backgrounds to a similar extent; at 120 min postdeciliation, the wild-type and 13BC-KO cilia were shorter by 23 and 21%, respectively (Figure 4F). Thus the loss of kinesin-13 does not make ciliary assembly more dependent on the synthesis of new proteins.

Paclitaxel reveals abnormal tubulin inside cilia of kinesin-13-null cells

Although the strong effect of the loss of kinesin-13 on cortical microtubules, some of which are in proximity of the ciliated basal bodies (transverse bundles), can explain the entire contribution of kinesin-13 to ciliogenesis (see Discussion), we were intrigued by the enrichment of Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp in assembling cilia (Figures 1 and 3). The multiplication of 13BC-KO cells is inhibited by paclitaxel (Figure 5B). Paclitaxel could act synergistically with the loss of kinesin-13, making certain microtubules excessively long or too stable. Paclitaxel (40 μM) increased the abundance of cell body microtubules in both the wild-type and 13BC-KO cells (unpublished data). In addition, the paclitaxel-treated wild-type cells developed hyperelongated cilia (as described; Wioga et al., 2009); in 6 h, the average length of cilia in the wild type increased by 40% (from 5.0 ± 1.2, n = 177, at t = 0 to 7.0 ± 1.7, n = 220, at t = 6 h). In the similarly treated 13BC-KO cells, the cilia lengthen only by 9% (from 4.5 ± 0.9 at 0 h, n = 206, to 4.9 ± 1.8, n = 427 at t = 6 h). Unexpectedly, a subset of the drug-treated mutant cilia were excessively short and had tubulin-positive swollen tips (10.5%, n = 427 cilia, at 6 h), whereas such cilia were not seen in the similarly treated wild type (Figure 5A). The swollen mutant cilia were located mostly in the midposterior region, where new cilia assemble from the newly duplicated basal bodies (Frankel, 2000), suggesting that paclitaxel interferes with the elongation of mutant cilia. To test this hypothesis, we applied paclitaxel to cilia-regenerating cells. Whereas wild-type cells regenerated hyperelongated cilia, the 13BC-KO cells regenerated predominantly short cilia with tubulin-filled tips (Figure 5C). At 3 h postdeciliation, the wild-type cilia treated with paclitaxel were 9% longer than the wild-type untreated cilia, whereas the 13BC-KO paclitaxel-treated cilia were 40% shorter than untreated mutant cilia, and 42% of the mutant cilia had tubulin-filled swollen tips (wild type, 4.55 ± 0.08, n = 122; wild type/paclitaxel, 4.92 ± 0.13, n = 158; 13BC-KO, 4.34 ± 0.08, n = 157; 13BC-KO/paclitaxel, 2.71 ± 0.09, n = 195). TEM showed a normal ultrastructure of cilia in the wild-type paclitaxel-treated cells (Figure 5D), except that the cross sections of distal segments (which contain singlet peripheral microtubules; Figure 5D) were more frequent than with the nontreated control (Table 3). Thus, in the wild-type cilia, paclitaxel hyperelongates the distal axonemal segment. Remarkably, the 13BC-KO paclitaxel-treated cells had cilia with tips filled by numerous singlet microtubules (Figure 5D). The large number of these microtubules in cross sections indicates that most if not all are ectopic and not extensions of the axoneme. Such abnormal microtubules were also occasionally seen on cross sections of the middle axoneme segment in the drug-treated 13BC-KO cells. The ectopic singlet microtubules were not present in the untreated 13BC-KO or in treated or untreated wild-type cells (Figure 5D, Supplemental Figure S4, and Table 3). The formation of ectopic microtubules at the tips of assembling cilia of 13BC-KO cells indicates that the delivery of precursor tubulin into kinesin-13-deficient cilia is not inhibited by paclitaxel. To the contrary, the 13BC-KO mutants may have excessive levels of soluble tubulin around the tips of growing axonemes, which could drive the formation of ectopic microtubules in the presence of paclitaxel. To conclude, paclitaxel reveals an abnormal tubulin inside assembling cilia of cells lacking nonnuclear kinesin-13.

Overexpressed kinesin-13 has an axoneme distal end–depolymerizing activity

Our results so far opened a possibility that Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp act inside cilia as an axoneme assembly–promoting factor. These observations seem inconsistent with the only known biochemical activity of kinesin-13, a microtubule-end depolymerase. Thus we tested whether Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp promote microtubule depolymerization in vivo by overproduction of either GFP-Kin13Bp or GFP-Kin13Cp under the cadmium-inducible MTT1 promoter. No transgenic strains were obtained for GFP-Kin13Cp, possibly because the transgene’s uninduced expression was lethal. Overexpressed GFP-Kin13Bp localized to the basal bodies and formed large clusters in the middle or at the tips of cilia (Figure 6A,
FIGURE 4: The 13BC-KO cells have overgrown cortical microtubules and shorter axonemes. (A) Confocal immunofluorescence images of mixed wild-type (labeled by loading the food vacuoles with India ink) and 13BC-KO cells labeled with anti-α-tubulin monoclonal antibody (mAb; 12G10), anti-acetyl K40 mAb (6-11B-1), or anti-polyglutamination antibodies (polyE). Insets represent a threefold magnification of the selected areas. Bar, 20 μm. Arrows point at the central rings of CVPs. Arrowheads identify the ends of the CVP rootlet microtubules that are overgrown in the 13BC-KO cells. (B) Average length of the transverse microtubule bundles based on immunofluorescence using either an anti-α-tubulin 12G10 or anti-acetyl-K40 α-tubulin 6-11B-1 antibody. (C) Corrected total fluorescence signal of cilia, basal body, and cell body areas of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells labeled with the anti-polyglutamination antibodies (polyE). The intensity of twenty-five 200-pixel circles (in five cells) was measured for each strain. Bars represent SE. *p = 0.00012 for basal body, and **p < 0.0001 for cell body. (D) Confocal immunofluorescence images of growing wild-type and 13BC-KO cells labeled by immunofluorescence with a mixture of anti-α-tubulin mAb (12G10) and anti-polyglycylation antibodies (polyG), which strongly label cilia. Bar, 20 μm. (E) Average length of cilia of growing or starved cells (20 cells for each strain). The values are 5.05 ± 0.04 μm for WT and 4.47 ± 0.04 μm for 13BC-KO growing and 4.92 ± 0.06 μm for WT and 4.54 ± 0.04 μm for 13BC-KO starved for 24 h. *p = 0.0028 for growing cells, and **p < 0.0001 for starved cells. (F) Average length of cilia in regenerating cells (taken from growing conditions and deciliated with a pH shock) in the presence or absence of 20 μg/ml cycloheximide (Chx; 10 cells for each sample). For each time point, there is a significant difference between the lengths of the wild-type and 13BC-KO cilia (p < 0.0001). tm, transverse microtubules.
Defective kinesin-13 affects ciliary beating and the microtubule-sliding activity of dynein arms

The motility defect of 13BC-KO cells seems too severe to be explained by a modest reduction in the length of cilia. Using high-speed video recording of live cells, we found that the 13BC-KO cilia beat 35% more slowly (20.8 ± 2.9 beats/s) than wild-type cilia (32.0 ± 4.0 beats/s). The mutant cilia showed an apparently normal waveform, but the neighboring cilia were less coordinated (Supplemental Figure S6A, bottom). Overproduction of GFP-Kin13Bp led to shortening and complete loss of cilia within 24 h (Figure 6A). Some Kin13Bp-overproducing cells also showed accumulation of microtubules inside the macronucleus (Figure 6A, 2 and 4 h), suggesting that the soluble tubulin released from depolymerization of the extranuclear microtubules enters the macronucleus. Strikingly, the GFP-Kin13Bp–overproducing cells that lacked most axonemes had mostly intact cortical microtubules (Figure 6B), indicating a degree of selectivity for axonemes in the GFP-Kin13Bp–mediated depolymerization activity. TEM of GFP-Kin13Bp–cells induced for 4 h showed that most of the basal bodies lacked an axoneme entirely (56.5%). An additional 15.2% of cilia had partly depolymerized distal portions with electron-dense aggregates that likely contained overproduced GFP-Kin13Bp (compare the inset in Figure 6, A, 4 h, and C, right), indicating that the depolymerization occurs mainly at the axone plus ends. The ciliated and nonciliated basal bodies did not show signs of depolymerization at the proximal side corresponding to the minus ends of microtubules (Figure 6C). Thus the overproduced Kin13Bp has a strong axoneme plus end–depolymerizing activity in vivo.

Kinesin-13 affects the posttranslational modifications on ciliary tubulin and genetically interacts with MEC-17/ATAT1 tubulin acetyltransferase

Multiple observations so far indicate that the loss of kinesin-13 affects the dynamics of microtubules (changes in length and sensitivity to paclitaxel). Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) on tubulin are reporters of the microtubule dynamics; namely, most PTMs accumulate on long-lived microtubules. As in other ciliated models, in Tetrahymena, axonemal tubulin is modified by acetylation at K40 on α-tubulin and polyglutamylation and polyglycycylation of multiple glutamates in the C-terminal tail domains of α- and β-tubulin (reviewed in Gaertig and Wloga, 2008). Based on immunofluorescence using PTM-specific antibodies, the 13BC-KO cells showed increased signal of acetyl-K-40 α-tubulin in the subtypes of microtubules in the cell cortex, including the basal body–associated postciliary and transverse bundles, as well as the CVP rootlets (Figure 4A, middle). The CVP rootlets (Figure 4A left) and transverse microtubules (Figure 4, A and B) are also excessively long when labeled with an antibody that recognizes unmodified α-tubulin (the postciliary microtubules are too small to be measured reliably). Therefore, the increased signal of acetyl-K40 α-tubulin on cortical microtubule bundles may simply reflect the increased mass of these microtubules and not their excessive acetylation. However, a stronger signal of polyglutamylation tubulin was detected in the basal bodies of 13BC-KO cells (Figure 4, A, right, and C). Because the basal bodies were normal in structure and length in TEM (Supplemental Figure S4), it appears that their microtubules are more polyglycylated in the 13BC-KO cells. Of interest, the mutants also had a greatly increased diffused signal of polyglutamylation tubulin in the cell body, which could represent hypermodified soluble tubulin (Figure 4, A, right, and C; such a tubulin was also detected inside cilia; see later discussion).

We used Western blotting to quantify the levels of modified and total tubulin in the wild-type and 13BC-KO cilia. The 13BC-KO and wild-type cilia showed a nearly normal level of total α-tubulin in the axoneme but had reduced levels of soluble (membrane plus matrix [M+M]) α-tubulin (Figure 7, A and B). For quantification of the PTM levels, we averaged data obtained from three independent preparations of cilia and normalized the signals to the signal of total tubulin. Although there is some variability in the patterns of PTM signals between the experiments, on average, 13BC-KO cilia had increased levels of tubulin PTMs, especially monoglycycylation. The average levels of PTMs on axonemes were also mildly elevated except for polyglycycylation (Figure 7C). Surprisingly, the tubulin in the soluble fraction of 13BC-KO cilia, while less abundant, contained 2- to 2.5-fold increased levels of K-40 acetylated, polyglycycylated, and polyglycylation isoforms (Figures 7, A, right, and C). Thus kinesin-13 affects the levels of tubulin PTMs, particularly in the soluble compartment of cilia.

Because Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp affect the levels of tubulin modifications, there is a possibility that excessive levels of tubulin PTMs mediate some if not all of the consequences of loss of kinesin-13. Thus we tested whether the phenotype of KIN13BC-KO can be rescued by a deletion of Mec17p, a homologue of conserved MEC-17/ATAT1 α-tubulin acetyltransferase. Mec17p was chosen among the known tubulin modifying enzymes because it produces most if not all acetylated α-tubulin acetylation in Tetrahymena, and its loss does not affect the cell phenotype except for a mild change in the resistance to anti-tubulin drugs (Akella et al., 2010). Surprisingly, the triple-knockout cells lacking Kin13Bp, Kin13Cp, and Mec17p were not viable (Supplemental Figure S6C). Before their death, the triple-knockout homoyzogotes had an excessively round shape and disorganized cell body microtubules and had lost most cilia (Supplemental Figure S6A, bottom). We rescued the progeny of the triple-knockout heterokaryons with transgens encoding either Kin13Bp or Kin13Cp (Supplemental Figure S6B). For unclear reasons, we could not rescue the triple knockouts with a transgene encoding GFP-Mec17p. To test further whether the triple deletion of Kin13Bp, Kin13Cp, and Mec17p is lethal, we outcrossed a triple-knockout heterokaryon to a wild type, produced and genotypied the F2 progeny, and, again, could not recover viable triple-knockout progeny cells (unpublished data). We conclude that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No shaking</th>
<th>Shaking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>0.271 ± 0.063</td>
<td>0.271 ± 0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13BC-KO</td>
<td>0.238 ± 0.047</td>
<td>0.300 ± 0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = 20 for each condition.

TABLE 2: Number of cilia per micrometer of cell circumference.
FIGURE 5: 13BC-KO cells are hypersensitive to paclitaxel. (A) Confocal immunofluorescence images of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells grown in the presence of 40 μM paclitaxel for 0–6 h. The cilia were labeled with a mixture of anti–α-tubulin mAb (12G10) and anti-polyglycylation antibodies (polyG). Bar, 20 μm. Note that whereas the cilia in the wild-type cells grown in paclitaxel get longer, many cilia of mutant cells grown with paclitaxel are short and have tubulin-filled swellings at the tips (arrowheads). (B) Average growth curves of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells in the presence and
loss of kinesin-13 is synthetically lethal with a loss of the α-tubulin acetytransferase MEC-17/ATAT1. Whereas in Tetrahymena, Mec17p is not important (Akella et al., 2010), it becomes essential in the absence of kinesin-13. This indicates that kinesin-13 not only affects the levels of tubulin modifications but also functionally synergizes with a tubulin-modifying enzyme, MEC-17/ATAT1.

### DISCUSSION

#### Kinesin-13 shortens microtubules in the cell body, but its activity is not required for generation of ciliary precursor tubulin

We show that Tetrahymena has three kinesin-13 proteins, one of which, Kin13Ap, functions inside the nuclei, and two, Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp, function in the cell body and cilia. A similar division of labor among the kinesin-13 homologues exists in Trypanosoma brucei (Chan et al., 2010).

How kinesin-13 homologues contribute to cilia remains unclear. Some studies indicate that kinesin-13 shortens the axoneme, acting as a microtubule-end depolymerase. A rigor mutation of kinesin-13 in Giardia induced excessively long cilia (Dawson et al., 2007). Although an RNAi knockdown of a kinesin-13 homologue in Trypanosoma (Blaineau et al., 2007) led to the lengthening of cilia, no such effect was observed when the same gene was deleted (Chan and Ersfeld, 2010). However, in mammalian cells, depletion of Kif24 kinesin-13 induced premature ciliogenesis (Kobayashi et al., 2011). Furthermore, overexpression of kinesin-13 in Leishmania (Blaineau et al., 2007) and Tetrahymena (this study) shortened cilia. Kinesin-13 is enriched in the resorbing cilia of Chlamydomonas (Piao et al., 2009). Thus kinesin-13 may act inside cilia in a manner similar to kinesin-8, which depolymerizes the distal end of the axoneme (Niwa et al., 2012).

Unexpectedly, in Chlamydomonas (Piao et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2013) and Tetrahymena (this study), a loss of function of kinesin-13 leads to shorter cilia that assemble slowly. Wang et al. (2013) proposed that kinesin-13 produces cilia-destined tubulin by depolymerizing the cell body microtubules. In agreement, we found that in Tetrahymena lacking nonnuclear kinesin-13, the cell body microtubules are overgrown, and cilia have less of soluble tubulin. However, unlike the Chlamydomonas kinesin-13-knockdown cells (Wang et al., 2013), the Tetrahymena kinesin-13 knockouts regenerate cilia in the absence of protein synthesis. Thus, in Tetrahymena, kinesin-13 is not required for the generation of precursor tubulin from the preexisting sources in the cell body. However, by maintaining the length of cortical microtubules, kinesin-13 could contribute to cilia indirectly (e.g., by supporting transport along the cortical microtubules toward the basal body). Later we argue that in addition to its cell body function, kinesin-13 also acts inside cilia. A similarly complex picture of kinesin-13 activities emerged for Drosophila, for which a loss of kinesin-13 led to hyperelongation of centrioles and the formation of short and abnormal axonemes in the spermatocytes (Delgehyr et al., 2012).

Our observations indicate that in Tetrahymena, the nonnuclear kinesin-13 also acts inside cilia. We detected kinesin-13 inside the assembling cilia, as shown in Chlamydomonas (Wang et al., 2013). When the Tetrahymena kinesin-13–knockout cells were treated with paclitaxel, the assembling axonemes failed to elongate, and ectopic singlet microtubules formed at the distal tips of cilia. Paclitaxel lowers the critical concentration of tubulin (Schiff et al., 1979). Without kinesin-13, the addition of new tubulin to the growing axoneme end is slower, and this could build up excessive levels of soluble tubulin arriving by intraflagellar transport (IFT; Hao et al., 2011; Bhogaraju et al., 2013) to reach the critical concentration with paclitaxel. Although the Tetrahymena kinesin-13–mutant cilia have lower total soluble tubulin in cilia, this does not exclude a possibility that an excessively high concentration of tubulin builds up around the tips of assembling mutant cilia.

We propose that two models on kinesin-13 can be reconciled with its axoneme end–depolymerizing activity. First, the ciliary kinesin-13 could function in a complex with another protein—a microtubule polymerase—and the loss of kinesin-13 could destabilize the entire complex. In mammalian cells, Kif24 kinesin-13 is required for loading of its binding partner, CP110, onto the ends of the mother centriole microtubules (Kobayashi et al., 2011). Alternatively, kinesin-13 could act directly as an assembly-promoting factor, in analogy to kinesin-8, a depolymerizer that has a stabilizing activity at a low concentration (Stumpff et al., 2008; Du et al., 2010; Su et al., 2011). Alternatively, the axoneme assembly–promoting function of kinesin-13 could be a direct result of its lattice-stabilizing activity.

---

**TABLE 3:** Analysis of cross sections in TEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wild type</th>
<th>Wild type plus paclitaxel</th>
<th>13BC-KO</th>
<th>13BC-KO plus paclitaxel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of distal segments (singlets) to total axoneme cross sections</td>
<td>25/110 (23%)</td>
<td>57/111 (51%)</td>
<td>23/105 (22%)</td>
<td>60/112 (54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal segment cross sections with ectopic microtubules</td>
<td>0/25 (0%)</td>
<td>0/57 (0%)</td>
<td>0/23 (0%)</td>
<td>15/60 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle segment cross sections with ectopic microtubules</td>
<td>1/110 (1%)</td>
<td>3/111 (3%)</td>
<td>2/105 (2%)</td>
<td>22/112 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal sections with visible ectopic microtubules</td>
<td>0/85 (0%)</td>
<td>0/85 (0%)</td>
<td>2/86 (2%)</td>
<td>18/80 (23%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

absence of 20 μM paclitaxel. Bars represent SE (three experiments). (C) Confocal immunofluorescence images of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells that were deciliated and allowed to regenerate cilia for 60 and 180 min in the presence or absence of 20 μM paclitaxel and labeled with a mixture of anti-α-tubulin mAb (12G10) and anti-polyglyculation antibodies (polyG). Bar, 20 μm. Note that the majority of paclitaxel-treated 13BC-KO cilia are short and have tubulin-filled swollen tips. (D) TEM images of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells treated with 40 μM paclitaxel for 6 h, showing cross section of distal cilia segments with peripheral singlet microtubules (a and b), cross section of the middle segments with doublet microtubules in cilia (c and d), and longitudinal sections of axonemes distal segments (e and f). Bar, 0.2 μm.
FIGURE 6: Overexpressed GFP-Kin13Bp induces shortening and complete loss of axonemes. (A) Confocal immunofluorescence images of wild-type and MTT1-GFP-Kin13Bp expressing cells induced with 2.5 μg/ml CdCl₂ for 0–24 h. The cells show a direct GFP signal (green) and an immunofluorescence signal (red) obtained with a mixture of anti-α-tubulin mAb (12G10) and anti-polyglycylation antibodies (polyG). In A, the inset shows a higher magnification of a shortening cilium. Bar, 20 μm. (B) Confocal immunofluorescence images of MTT1-GFP-KIN13B cells (red) induced with 2.5 μg/ml CdCl₂ for 4 and 6 h and labeled with a mixture of anti-α-tubulin mAb (12G10) and anti-polyglycylation antibodies (polyG). Subsets of confocal sections were combined to show the cell cortex. Note that the overexpressing cells, while having lost most of their cilia, have rows with apparently normal basal bodies, transverse microtubules, and longitudinal microtubules (B’ and B’’), as well as contractile vacuole pores (B’’’ and B’’’’). The inset shows a higher magnification of basal bodies, transverse microtubules, and longitudinal microtubules (B’ and B’’’) and contractile vacuole pores (B’’ and B’’’’). Bar, 20 μm. (C) TEM images of wild-type and MTT1-GFP-Kin13Bp cells induced for 4 h with 2.5 μg/ml CdCl₂. bb, basal body; cvp, contractile vacuole pore; lm, longitudinal microtubule; oa, oral apparatus; tm, transverse microtubule. Bar, 0.2 μm.
FIGURE 7: Double-knockout cells have altered patterns and levels of PTMs on tubulin. (A) Western blots of cilia, M+M, and axoneme fractions of wild-type and 13BC-KO cells. The lanes were loaded using the amount of material obtained from the same number of processed cells. Arrows represent a size marker of 50 kDa. The antibodies recognize either α-tubulin (12G10) or various modified tubulin isoforms. The Coomassie blue–stained gels loaded with the same samples are shown in Supplemental Figure S5. (B, C) Charts documenting the levels of α-tubulin (B) and posttranslational modifications on tubulin (C) in the 13BC-KO cilia relative to wild-type levels. The data represent an average of band signals on three blots (including blots shown in A). In B, the signal values of tubulin were corrected to account for slightly unequal loading on each gel by measuring the signal intensity of five non-tubulin bands on the image of a corresponding Coomassie blue–stained gel. The level of wild type equals 1. In C, the levels of modified tubulins are normalized to the amount of α-tubulin, and the normalized signal is expressed as a ratio to the normalized wild-type signal that equals 1.
The ends of axonemal microtubules are blocked by caps (Dentler, 1980) that prevent the addition of new tubulin subunits in vitro (Dentler and Rosenbaum, 1977). Kinesin-13 could use its protofilament-curving activity to bend the microtubule ends away from the caps and make them more accessible for addition of new tubulin.

Kinesin 13 alters posttranslational modifications of tubulin and synergizes with tubulin-modifying enzyme MEC-17/ATAT1

The loss of kinesin-13 alters the levels of posttranslationally modified tubulin in cilia. We detected moderate increases in the levels of modified tubulin isoforms in the axoneme. Intriguingly, large increases in PTMs were observed on the soluble ciliary tubulin. The tubulin PTMs studied here accumulate on microtubules that are relatively stable, such as those forming the axonemes and basal bodies. The acetylation of K40 on α-tubulin has evolved as a marker of long-lived microtubules. The responsible enzyme, MEC17/ATAT1, acetylates K40 inside the microtubule at a slow rate caused by its naturally “suboptimal” active site, providing a time-stamping function for long-lived microtubules (Szyk et al., 2014). Thus the elevation in the levels of PTMs could be a result of an improper dynamics of axonemal tubulin, which could increase the residence time of tubulin subunits in the mutant axoneme.

We speculated that the excessive levels of tubulin PTMs contribute to the mutant phenotype observed in the kinesin-13-null cells, in particular the slow ciliary motility. We explored this hypothesis by testing whether the mutant phenotype can be rescued by deletion of a tubulin-modifying enzyme, the K40 α-tubulin acetyltransferase, MEC-17/ATAT1 (Akella et al., 2010; Shida et al., 2010). To our surprise, the loss of both nonnuclear kinesin-13 and MEC-17/ATAT1 is synthetically lethal. It is likely that the synthetic lethality of kinesin-13 and MEC17/ATAT1 deletions is caused by a malfunction of microtubules in the cell body, since we could not recover the triple-knockout cells on a specialized medium that supports growth of cells lacking cilia (unpublished data). MEC-17/ATAT1 also affects microtubules without acetylating them (Topalidou et al., 2012), likely by depolymerization (Kalebic et al., 2013a,b). Thus the synthetic lethality of kinesin-13 and MEC17/ATAT1 could be caused by an insufficient depolymerization of the cell body microtubules. At present, we cannot exclude a possibility that accumulation of K40 α-tubulin acetylation specifically in cilia (or excessive levels of other PTMs) contributes to the ciliary phenotypes of kinesin-13-deficient cilia.

Alternatively, the changes in the levels of tubulin PTMs in cilia may not be a consequence of an altered dynamics of ciliary microtubules but could be caused by the reduced length of the mutant axoneme. Cilia that are excessively short have hyperglutamylated tubulin. The responsible enzyme, the α-tubulin acetyltransferase, MEC-17/ATAT1, is naturally “suboptimal” active site, providing a time-stamping function for long-lived microtubules. The responsible enzyme, MEC17/ATAT1, acetylates K40 inside the microtubule at a slow rate caused by its naturally “suboptimal” active site, providing a time-stamping function for long-lived microtubules.

Kinesin-13 affects ciliary beating

The most unexpected observation is that kinesin-13 affects ciliary motility: cells lacking Kin13Bp and Kin13Cp swim slowly, and the mutant cilia beat at a reduced frequency. In Drosophila, a loss of kinesin-13, Klp10, also impaired sperm motility, but this phenotype was associated with hyperelongation of centrioles and structural defects in the axoneme (Delgehyr et al., 2012). We show that in Tetrahymena, the kinesin-13-deficient axonemes are normal (by standard TEM) but display a reduced rate of sliding of doublet microtubules when reactivated with ATP in vitro. The velocity of sliding microtubules is primarily determined by the activity of outer dynein arms (reviewed in Kamiya, 2002). Thus, in the absence of kinesin-13, outer dynein arms could be less active. This hypothesis also fits with the observed reduction in the beat frequency caused by the loss of kinesin-13, as the outer dynein arms are required for proper control of beat frequency (reviewed in Kamiya, 2002). Dynein arms are stably attached to the A-tubule while they exert force on the B-tubule of an adjacent doublet. The B-tubule is highly enriched in modified tubulins (reviewed in Wloga and Gaertig, 2010). Whereas tubulin glycation and acetylation play a minor role in cilia motility (Wloga et al., 2009; Akella et al., 2010), tubulin polyglutamylation on the B-tubule is a key regulator of ciliary motility (Ikegami et al., 2010; Kubo et al., 2010; Suryavanshi et al., 2010). Thus kinesin-13, by affecting tubulin modifications on the axonemal microtubules, could indirectly influence the dynein arm activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Multiple using Clustal W (Larkin et al., 2007) and T-Coffee (Notredame et al., 2000). The sequences used were T. thermophila KIN13A XP_001026192.1, XP_001011311.1, KIN13C XP_001032255.1; Homo sapiens KIF2A ABQ59038.1, KIF2B NP_115948.4, MCAK AAC27660.1; Mus musculus KIF2A AAH06803.2, KIF2B AA00485.1, MCAK NP_608301.3; G. intestinalis KIN13 AB66079.1; Leishmania major KIN13-2 XP_001681757.1; T. brucei KIN13-2 XP_282542.1, and C. reinhardtii CrKIN13, Chlre4[149713].

Strains and cultures

T. thermophila strains were grown at 30°C in either SPP (Gorovsky, 1973) or MEPP (Orias and Rasmussen, 1976) medium with 2 μg/ml dextrose (MEPPD) and antibiotics (Gaertig et al., 2013).

GFP tagging

To overexpress kinesin-13 homologues tagged at the N-terminus with GFP, fragments of the genomic coding regions were amplified with addition of MluI and BamHI sites and cloned into the pMTT1-GFP plasmid (Wloga et al., 2006). KIN13B was amplified with primers carrying MluI (5’-GAAAAACCGGTCTTCGAGAAGCGAAATATAACA-3’) and BgIII (5’-CCCAAGATCTTCAATTTTCTATTTTTTCTTC-3’). KIN13C was amplified with primers carrying MluI (5’-TTAACGCGTACGAGGGCAGACG-3’) and BgIII (5’-TATAGATCTTAAAAAGTAGAAGGTAC-3’). The plasmids were digested with Apal and SacI and introduced into the CUS22 strain by biolistic bombardment and selection with paclitaxel (Gaertig et al., 2013). For overexpression, transformants were introduced in SPP medium with antibiotics (SPPA) to 2 × 105 cells/ml and induced with 2.5 μg/ml CdCl2. For GFP tagging of the kinesin-13 genes in their native loci, plasmids were made carrying DNA fragments in the following order: 1) a terminal fragment of a targeted coding region without a stop codon, 2) an in-frame GFP coding region with a stop codon TGA, 3) the transcription terminator region of BTU1, 4) the neo3 gene for selection with paromomycin, and 5) a 3’-untranslated region (UTR) fragment of a targeted gene. For KIN13A, 2.5 kb of the coding region was amplified with addition of SacII and MluI restriction sites (primers 5’-ATTACCCCGGAGGCCTTATTGTCTTCATTATACATT-3’ and 5’-TATTAGCCGTGCAATATCATAGATCGG-3’), and 1.3 kb of 3’-UTR was amplified with the addition of ClaI and SacI restriction sites (primers
5’-TTAAATCGATAAACTTACAACAATCAATCAATA-3’ and 5’-ATA-GAGCTCTATTAAGGATTGGATATCAT-3’. For KIN13B, 2.8 kb of 5’-UTR was amplified with addition of SacI and Mlu restriction sites (primers 5’-AATCCGGGGAACCTTCTAGTTGATAACG-3’ and 5’-TATTACGCTGCCCTTCAAAGAAGTAGATTCTC-3’), and 1.3 kb of 3’-UTR was amplified with the addition of Clal and SacI restriction sites (primers 5’-TTAATCGATTGATAAAAGAAGATATC-TATCT-3’ and 5’-ATAAGACCTCAATCAGGACCCAGCAGAC-3’). For KIN13C, 2.5 kb of coding region was amplified with addition of SacI and Mlu restriction sites (primers 5’-TTTCCCAG-GCATACCTAATCCAGTCCAG-3’ and 5’-AATACCGTAAAGTAGAGGATCTC-3’). These plasmids were digested with SacI and Clal and introduced into the starved CU428 cells by biolistic bombardment and selection with paromomycin and cadmimum chloride (Gaertig et al., 2013).

Germline gene knockouts and rescues

To construct single germline-knockout strains with deletions of KIN13A, KIN13B, and KIN13C, plasmids were made carrying DNA fragments in the following order: 1) a 5’ fragment of the targeted gene, 2) the neo4 cassette for selection with protomycin, and 3) a 3’ fragment of a targeted gene. For KIN13A, 1.4 kb of 5’-UTR was amplified with addition of Apal and Smal restriction sites (primers 5’-TATTTGCGCGCTTATTGATATATCTTATTTA-3’ and 5’-TTAT-CGCCGTCTTTTCCCTTTTCTCCGTTATG-3’), and 1.4 kb of 3’-UTR was amplified with the addition of Apal and Clal restriction sites (primers 5’-AATAGGCGCTTGAACAGATAATTTACCTATTACTA-3’ and 5’-AATCCGGGGAACCTTCTAGGATATC-TATCT-3’). These plasmids were digested with Apal and Clal and introduced into the starved cells by biolistic bombardment and selection with paromomycin and cadmium chloride. For rescue of 13BC-KO cells, overexpression-type plasmids with either GFP-KIN13B or GFP-KIN13C transgene were biolistically introduced into the BTU1 locus, and transformants were selected with 20 μM paclitaxel. The rescue of the triple-knockout cells were done using the foregoing BTU1-based fragments, including a similar GFP-MEC17 transgene, using a mating of heterokaryons and selection of progeny based on the knockout gene cassette with 100 μg/ml paromomycin and 2.5 μg/ml cadmium.

Phenotypic studies

The growth rates were determined by inoculating cells in 25 ml SPPA at 2 × 10^4 cells/ml and incubating at 30°C with or without shaking at 160 rpm. To measure the swimming velocity, 1 ml of cells at 1 × 10^5 cells/ml was placed in a well of a 12-well polystyrene plate, and paths of the moving cells were recorded for 10 s at a maximal speed by AxioCam HS camera mounted on a Nikon Observer.A1 microscope with 10x lens. The path lengths were measured using the AxioVision particle tracking software. To measure the beat frequency, cells (at 2 × 10^5 cells/ml) were recorded at 500 frames/s by a Photronics 1280 PCI FastCam on a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope. To measure the swim speeds of cells treated with IMX (1 mM, 20 min), digital videos were recorded on the Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope with 40x magnification for 10 s. These videos were converted into 1-s still images of swimming paths, and swimming distances were determined using ImageJ 1.46 (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). To measure the length and number of cilia, cells were labeled by immunofluorescence with a mixture of the monoclonal anti-α-tubulin antibody, 12G10 (Jerka-Dziadosz et al., 2001), and the polyclonal anti-polyglycylation tubulin antibody, polyG (Duan and Gorovsky, 2002), as described later. For consistency, we determined the number and average length of cilia on 20 cells using confocal optical sections that include the widest diameter of the macronucleus. The length measurements were done using ImageJ 1.46. To study cilia regeneration, 1 × 10^5 cells were washed with 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4 and suspended in 0.5 ml of deciliation medium (10% Ficoll 400, 10 mM sodium acetate, 10 mM CaCl_2, 10 mM EDTA, pH 4.2). The cells were placed thrice through an 18½-gauge needle, and 27.5 ml of the regeneration medium (15 mM Tris-Cl, 2 mM CaCl_2, pH 7.95) was added (Calzone and Gorovsky, 1982). The cells were incubated at room temperature and allowed to regenerate their cilia either in the presence or absence of 20 μM cycloheximide (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) or 20 μM paclitaxel (LC Laboratories, Woburn, MA).

For immunofluorescence, the cells were stained as described (Gaertig et al., 2013) with primary antibody 12G10 monoclonal anti–α-tubulin (1:30; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA; Jerka-Dziadosz et al., 2001) or 6-11B-1 anti–acetyl-K40 α-tubulin (1:200; Sigma-Aldrich; Piperno and Fuller, 1985) and viewed with a Zeiss (Jena, Germany) LSM 510 or LSM 710 confocal microscope (using 63× oil immersion with 1.2 numerical aperture [NA]). Images were assembled using either LSM (Zeiss), Zen black (Zeiss), or ImageJ software.

For measuring the corrected total fluorescence signal, the cells were labeled with the anti-polyglutamylation antibodies (polyE). The intensity of the signal in cilia, basal body, and cell body areas of the cells were measured using ImageJ. A total of twenty-five 200-pixel circles (in five cells) were measured for each strain, and the corrected total fluorescence signal was calculated as described in Burgess et al. (2010). For TIRF, 10 μl of cells (2 × 10^5 cells/ml) in SPPA or MEPPD medium with 2–3 mM NiCl_2 was placed on a slide with a 22 × 22-mm #1.5 coverglass and viewed under a TIRF system home built around a Nikon Eclipse Ti-U.
Amersham ECL Prime reagents (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, polyG, 1:20,000; and polyE, 1:4000. The blots were visualized using the primary antibodies at the following dilutions: 12G10, 1:1000; 6-11B-1, 1:10,000; TAP952 monoclonal anti–monoglycy
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fresh 2% uranyl acetate. The negatively stained samples were then analyzed on a JEOL 1200 EX transmission electron microscope. For TEM, 2 × 10^6 cells were concentrated by centrifugation to 100 μl and fixed with 1 ml of 2% glutaraldehyde (in 0.1 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2) on ice for 1 h. Ten microliters of 1% tannic acid was added, and the cells was kept on ice for 1 h. Cells were washed five times in the cold sodium cacodylate buffer (10 min on ice) and postfixed with 1 ml of 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 h on ice. The pellet was washed five times in water, followed by dehydration in an ethanol/water concentration series and embedding in Epon. Ultrathin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and analyzed on a JEOL 1200 EX transmission electron microscope.

Western blotting

For Western blotting, 2 × 10^6 cells of wild-type and 13BC-KO strains

deciliated using a pH shock (Gaertig et al., 2013). Cell bodies and

cilia were collected and suspended in 3 ml and 300 μl of ice-cold

axoneme buffer (20 mM potassium acetate, 5 mM MgSO4, 0.5 mM EDTA, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6) with protease inhibitors (Complete; Roche, Indianapolis, IN). To demembranate, we added 30 μl of 1% NP-40 in the motility buffer to 150 μl of purified cilia and mixed gently. The samples were spun at 13,000 rpm for 20 min at 4°C to separate the axonemes. The reaction of the axonemes was done by adding 0.5 μl of 100 mM ATP to 50 μl of the axoneme fraction and leaving it at room temperature for 5 min. Ten microliters of the reactivated axonemes was placed on a carbon-coated Formvar-covered grid and negatively stained with fresh 2% uranyl acetate. The negatively stained samples were then analyzed on a JEOL 1200 EX transmission electron microscope.

Microtubule sliding in isolated axonemes

Cilia were purified from 1 l of cells grown to a concentration of 2 × 10^6 cells/ml and suspended at 0.05 mg protein/ml in 500 μl of the axoneme buffer (20 mM potassium acetate, 5 mM MgSO4, 0.5 mM EDTA, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.6) without protease inhibitors. To demembranate, we added 10 μl of 1% NP-40 in the motility buffer (1 mM DTT, 50 mM potassium acetate, 5 mM MgSO4, 1 mM EGTA, 30 mM HEPES, PEG 1%, pH 7.6) to 50 μl of diluted cilia. The axoneme suspension was pipetted into a perfusion chamber constructed with a glass slide and coverslip separated by double-sided stick tape. The perfusion chamber was washed with 50 μl of motility buffer, followed by perfusion with 50 μl of 1 mM of ATP in the motility buffer. The sliding of microtubules was recorded on a Zeiss Axiovert 35 microscope equipped with dark-field optics (40× PlanApo) on a silicon-intensified camera (VE-1000; Dage-MTI, Michigan City, IN). The sliding velocity was determined by measuring microtubule end displacement as a function of time.
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